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June 3, 2020 

 
Dear ACH Positive Pay Client, 

 
Renasant Bank Treasury Solutions is excited to announce, that effective June 15, 

2020, Renasant Bank ACH Positive Pay solution will be upgraded to provide real-
time integration of ACH exceptions. This will allow you to use Enhanced Business 

Internet Banking (EBIB) to make decisions on ACH Positive Pay exceptions and 
manage payments rules. 

 
Benefits: 
  

Improves efficiency: The real-time integration with EBIB reduces Renasant’s 
involvement in managing your payment rules and gives the authority to our 

clients. 

 Company users will be able to use EBIB to add, edit, or delete all 
payment rules. Adding payment rules is not dependent upon current 

day exceptions.  
 Company users can add rules to block and/or filter transactions for a 

specific set of criteria.  
 Decisions company users make on exception items are updated real-

time and viewable by bank users within ACH Tracker Transaction 

Authorizer.  
 Same Day ACH (SDA) Transactions will be available for exception 

decisions. The system will hold the SDA if a decision is not made same 
day for the next day. If a decision still isn’t made the transaction will 

be handles based on the client’s default instructions.  
 Existing ACH Debit Blocks and Filters will be transitioned to the new 

application on June 14th.  
 There are not any additional fees associated with this service upgrade. 

 

Helps businesses mitigate fraud: Helps mitigate fraud by providing real-time 
detection and return of unauthorized ACH transactions, helping to avert potential 

losses. 
 

Before This Change 

 Renasant Bank managed payment rules for our customers within the ACH 

NOTICE OF CHANGE 
 

ACH Positive Pay 
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Debit Block system 

 Company users could add payment rules for current day exceptions. 

 Company users could not edit or delete existing payment rules. 

 Decisions made by company users on exception items were not updated 

real-time. 

 
After This Change 

 Company users can use EBIB to add, edit, or delete all 

payment rules independent of their financial organization. 

Adding payment rules is not dependent upon current day 
exceptions. 

 Company users can add rules to block and/or filter transactions for a 
specific set of criteria. 

 Decisions company users make on exception items are updated 

real-time and viewable by bank users within ACH Tracker 
Transaction Authorizer. 
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CLIENT USER GUIDE 

 
About Exceptions and Payment Rules 

An exception is any ACH debit transaction that is determined to be a suspect by 

ACH Tracker Transaction Authorizer. 

Payment rules are conditions that determine whether transactions are 
authorized to post or should be blocked. Debit blocks allow rules to be 

set which block transactions based upon the criteria set by the company 

user; debit filters allow rules to be set which enable certain debit 
transactions based upon the criteria set. 

Company users can create new payment rules based on exceptions they 

have decided to pay to prevent future exceptions from being generated 
for the originating companies. 

 

ACH Positive Pay - Real Time Navigation 

When a company user is entitled to the ACH Positive Pay - Real Time 

service, the Account Services Section Overview page includes an ACH 

Positive Pay section. 

 

Account Services Section Overview Page Sample 

 
 

Manage Exceptions 

Company users can view and decision exceptions for accounts to which 
they are entitled by clicking Account Services > ACH Positive Pay > 

Manage exceptions. 
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To decision an exception, the company user chooses the applicable decision and 
clicks the associated checkbox. 

Note: Exception details can be viewed by clicking the Debit Account link. 

When a company user makes a Pay decision on an ACH exception, a payment 
rule of no maximum dollar amount and all ACH Tracker transaction types is 
automatically added to the company’s list of originator company payment rules. 
To remove the automatic payment rule, the company user de-selects the Add 
payment rule for this originating company check box. 

The maximum amount and/or the ACH transaction type associated with the 

payment rule can be modified by clicking the Edit authorization link. 

Once all decisions have been applied to ACH exceptions on the Manage 

Exceptions page, the company user clicks Continue and is navigated through 

the verification and confirmation pages. 

 

Exceptions Status 

Company users can view the status of ACH exceptions by clicking 

Account Services > ACH Positive Pay > Exceptions status. 

The Search Exception Decision Status page allows a company user to 
search for exceptions for all or specific accounts for a date or date range. 
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Extended history settings determine the dates for which the company 

user can search. 

Search Exception Decision Status Page Sample 

 
 

Note: A maximum of three months can be retrieved during a single search. 

The Exceptions Decisions Status Summary page displays the results of the 
selected criteria. 

 

Exception Decisions Status Summary Page Sample 
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Exceptions appear with one of the following decisions: 

Decision Description 

Pay A Pay decision made on the exception. All approvals are required before the 
decision is applied to the exception. 

Return A Return decision made on the exception. All approvals are required before the 
decision is applied to the exception. 

Pending Decision The decision window is still open and a decision has not been made. 

Default The financial organization-defined default decision was applied because a 
decision was not made on the exception or the decision was not fully approved 
during the decision window. 

Exception details and approval information can be viewed by clicking on the Debit 

Account link. 

 

Exception Decision Status Detail Page Sample 

 
 

Manage Payment Rules 

Company users can add, edit or delete payment rules by clicking Account 

Services > ACH Positive Pay > Manage payment rules. Payment rules 

prevent future exceptions from being generated for originating companies. 

Manage Payment Rules Page Sample 
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Adding Payment Rules 

Company users add new rules by clicking the Add authorization link. 

Add authorization Page Sample 

 

The company user then enters the following information: type (One-time, 
Ongoing, Do not allow), debit account, maximum amount, ACH transaction 

type, originator company name, originator company ID, and the expiration 
date. 

The company user can choose from the following payment rule types: 
 

Payment Rule 
Type 

Description 

One-time 
A debit filter that is only applied once to a specified criteria. 
After the conditions of the filter have been met, the filter is 

removed and replaced by a block. 
Ongoing A debit filter for specified criteria that remains in effect until 

the expiration date. 
Do not allow A debit block that blocks all transactions for a specified 

criteria. 
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The company user can choose from the following ACH Transaction types: 
 

Transaction 

Type 

Description 

ALL Select All 

ADV Automated Accounting Advice 

ARC Accounts Receivable 

BOC Back office Conversion 

CCD Corporate Credit or Debit 

CTX Corporate Trade Exchange 

IAT International ACH Transaction 

MTE Machine Transfer Entry 

POP Point-of purchase 

POS Point-of-sale 

PPD Prearranged payment and 

Deposit 

RCK Re-presented Check 

SHR Shared network Transaction 

TEL Telephone-Initiated 

TRC Truncated Entry 

TRX Truncated Entries Exchange 

WEB Internet-initiated 

XCK Destroyed Check 

Editing Payment Rules 

Company users can edit existing payment rules by clicking the Edit link. 

Edit Authorization Page Sample 
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The company user can edit the maximum amount, originator company name, 

and expiration date. If any of the other payment rule values need modification, 
the existing payment rule must be deleted and a new rule added. 

 

 Deleting Payment Rules 

Company users can delete existing payment rules by clicking the Delete link. 

Confirmation Page Sample 

 

The company user then clicks OK to confirm deletion or Cancel to retain the payment 

rule. 

 

Roles and Entitlements 

This section provides the roles and entitlements required to use this enhancement. 
 

Company User Roles and Entitlements 

The following table summarizes the roles and/or entitlements required for 

company users to use ACH Positive Pay - Real Time. In this table, it is assumed 

the company users have the ACH Positive Pay service. 
 

Task Role Account Entitlement 

Decision/Approve ACH Exceptions Approval Entitled Account 

and Allow Transmit 

Manage Payment Rules (add, edit, delete) Approval Entitled Account 

and Allow Transmit 

View ACH Exceptions Status 
 

Entitled Account 
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Company User Roles and Entitlements 

The following table summarizes the roles and/or entitlements required for company users 
to use ACH Positive Pay - Real Time. In this table, it is assumed the company users have the 
ACH Positive Pay service. 

 

Task Role Account 
Entitlement 

Decision/Approve ACH Exceptions Approval Entitled Account 

and Allow Transmit 

Manage Payment Rules (add, edit, delete) Approval Entitled Account 

and Allow Transmit 

View ACH Exceptions Status 
 

Entitled Account 

 


